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Abstract: A distributed system can be defined as a group of computing and communication resources shared by
multiple users [1]. Load balancing is redistributing the workload among two or more computers so that more
work gets done at the same time.
Load balancing is used to enhance the performance of system through a redistribution of load among processor
or server machines. [1][2][3][5][7][8]
Load balancing is the concept of balancing load on servers using different types of load balancing techniques.
In this paper we describe different types of load balancing algorithms explaining their categories and
classification compare different load balancing algorithms depending on specific qualitative parameters, review
the performance analysis of diverse load balancing algorithms by using identified qualitative parameters.
In this paper, we consider into account two load balancing approaches static and dynamic.
Keywords: Distributed system, Load Balancing Algorithms, Dynamic Load Balancing, Static Load Balancing,
Qualitative parameters

1. Introduction:
In distributed systems used more than one processor to execute the program. Workload for a processor is the
duration for processing time which takes to execute all processes assigned to that a processor. [2][8].
Load balancing involves the distribution of jobs throughout a number of processors, thus improves performance by
increasing throughput without need to obtain additional or faster computer hardware. Load balancing is to ensure
that every processor in the system do the same amount of work at any point of time. An important problem here is to
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decide how to achieve a balance in the load distribution between processors so that the treatment processes is
completed in the shortest possible time [2][7].
A server program has limited resources. These resources involve memory, hard disk, and processor speed, therefore
server can be handle with certain number of clients. When the number of clients is increases a server will be
overloaded and that may lead to slow down the performance, hang and crash issues. So, it is crucial to balance the
load on a server and this can be achieved by keeping copies of servers and distribute the load among them [1][2][4].
Load balancing is very essential in distributed computing systems to improve the quality of service by dealing with
changes in the load which occur over time which leads to enhance the performance of systems. The incoming
requests are optimally distributed among available system resources to avoid resource bottlenecks as well as to
better utilize available resources. Load balancing also provides horizontal scaling e.g., adding computing resources
in order to address increased loads [1].
Load balancing increases availability, improves performance by increasing reliability, increases throughput,
maintains, stability, optimizes resource utilization and provides fault tolerant capability. When the number of servers
grows, the possibility of a failure is increasing and such failures must be handled carefully. The ability to maintain
service without impact during any number of simultaneous failures is termed as high availability [1][8].

2. Load balancing Problem in Distributed system:
An important issue in the distributed system environment is the performance which the response time of a
request gets minimized.
When the demand of computing power increases, the load balancing problem becomes important. The problem of
task scheduling and load balancing in distributed system are most important and challenging areas of research. [2]
The Problem here is to decide how to achieve a balance in the load distribution between processors so that the
computation is completed in the shortest possible time. [2]
Load balancing is one of the most important problems in attaining high performance in distributed systems which
may consist of many heterogeneous resources connected via one or more networks. In these distributed systems
environment, it is possible for some computers to be heavily loaded while others are lightly loaded. This situation
can lead to a poor system performance [3].

3. Load Balancing Techniques and Algorithms:
Load balancing techniques are normally used for balancing the workload of distributed systems. Load balancing
techniques are broadly classified into two types namely “Static load balancing” and “Dynamic load balancing”. The
purpose of load balancing techniques, either static or dynamic, is to improve the performance by redistributing the
workload among available server nodes [2].
Dynamic load balancing techniques react to the current system state, where as static load balancing techniques
depends only on the average behavior of the system in order to balance the workload of the system transfer decisions
are independent of the actual current system state. This makes dynamic techniques necessarily more complex than
static one. But, dynamic load balancing policies have been believed to have better performance than static ones [1].
The performance of various load balancing techniques is measured by multiple parameters representing in Overhead
Associated, Fault Tolerant, Centralized or Decentralized, Reliability, Stability, Adaptability, Cooperative, Process
Migration, Resource Utilization, and Response time [1].
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3.1 Types of load balancing algorithms:
Load balancing algorithms can be divided into three categories based on how the processes initiated:
Sender Initiated: In this type the load balancing algorithm is initialized by the sender. In this type of algorithm
the heavily load node search for lightly load node to accept the load .The sender sends request messages and
waits till it finds a receiver that can accept the load[2][3][5].
Receiver Initiated: In this type the load balancing algorithm is initiated by the receiver. This type of algorithm
is the opiate of the above that the lightly load node search of a heavily node to get the load from it. The receiver
sends request messages till it finds a sender that can get the load[2][3][5].
Symmetric: This type is a combination of both sender initiated and receiver initiated depending on the current
state of the system[2][3][5].

3.2Approaches of Load balancing algorithms:Load balancing algorithm attempt to balance the load on whole system by migration the workload from
heavily loaded nodes to lightly loaded nodes to enhance the system performances ,load balancing algorithms can
classification into 2 categories as static and dynamic load balancing algorithms[2][3].
Most important tasks in load balancing are to determine load on each node, and then taking decision to migrate
computing from one node to another.
Load balancer is essentially based on two characteristics. First, assign load to the best candidate node, and second,
migration of load from heavily loaded node to lightly loaded node.

3.2.1 Static Load Balancing Approach:
Static load balancing mainly based on the information about the average of the system work load .It does not
take the actual current system status into account [2][3] . The performance of processor is determined during the
compilation time.
Static load balancing algorithms distribute load based on a fixed set of rules. These rules are related to load type,
like processing power requirement, memory requirement, etc. [3].
The goal of static load balancing method is to reduce the execution time, minimizing the communication delays
[2].
The main advantages of the static load balancing algorithms are that they minimize the execution time of the
processes and they are simpler design and easy implementation. Also the major disadvantage of them is; they do
not check load on other nodes. Hence, they cannot ensure whether balance is even or not. So they have lower
performance [3].There are four types of static load balancing algorithms: -

3.2.1.1 Round Robin Algorithm:
In Round Robin algorithm, the master node distributes jobs evenly to all slave processors. All jobs are assigned
to a list of slave processors available based on rotating order, meaning that choosing a processor is performed in a
series and will be back to the first processor if the last processor has been reached[2][1]. The main advantage of
Round Robin algorithm is that it does not cause overhead in the system because it does not need inter process
communication. On the other hand it is does not take the execution time in consideration so does not achieve good
performance [2]. It is suitable for the web server application where http requests are similar in nature [2].
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3.2.1.2Randomized Algorithm:
Randomized algorithm choosiest he slave processors using random numbers. The slave processors are chosen
randomly following random numbers generated depending on a statistic distribution. Randomized algorithm can
obtain the best performance among all load balancing algorithms for particular special purpose applications [2][9].

3.2.1.3Central Manager Algorithm:
The Central Manager Algorithm uses central node as a coordinator to distribute the workload among the slave
processors. The rule that is followed to choose the slave processor is to assign the job to the processor that have
the least load. The central processor is able to gather all slave processors load information and take the decision of
load balancing depending on this information so we expected a good performance when applying this algorithm.
The main disadvantage of this type is the high degree of inter-process communication that could make a
bottleneck state [2][9].

3.2.1.4Threshold Algorithm:
In this algorithm, the processes are assigned immediately to the server nodes upon creation [1][2] . Server
nodes for new job are selected locally without sending remote messages. Each server node keeps a copy of the
system's current load. The load of a processor can be characterized by one of the three levels: under loaded,
medium, and overloaded. Two threshold parameters tunder and tupper can be used to describe these levels:
 Under loaded - load <tunder
 Medium - tunder ≤ load ≤ tupper

Overloaded - load >tupper
At first, all processor are assumed to be under-loaded. When the load of a processor changes, it sends a message
to all other processors that are related with the new load state, updating them as to the actual current load state of
the entire system. Each process gets allocated locally when the processor is under load , otherwise, a remote
under-loaded processor is selected, and if no such host exists, the process is also allocated locally [1][2]
Thresholds algorithm have large number of local process allocations so it has low inter-process communication
that decreases the overhead of the whole system which leads to improve the performance [1][2].
The main disadvantage of the threshold algorithm is that all processes are assigned locally when the processors
are overhead. It does not take the execution time in consideration which impacts the performance of the entire
system [2][10].

3.2.2Dynamic Load Balancing Approach:
Dynamic load balancing algorithms distribute the work load at run time. The decision of balancing the load is
taken based on the current status of the system. The master node is able to collected the information of the slave
processors and use this information to assign the process to the processor [1][2][3][7].
Dynamic load balancing can be done in two different ways: distributed and non-distributed. In the distributed one,
the load balancing is made by all nodes in the system and the task of the load balancing is shared among them[2].
Also the interaction among nodes to achieve load balancing can be categories to: cooperative and noncooperative. In a cooperative, the nodes work side-by-side to achieve load balancing. The objective is to improve
the overall system performance. In a non-cooperative, each node works independently to achieve its own
objectives. This improves the response time of a local task [2].
In distributed Dynamic load balancing algorithms, each node in the system communicates with every other node
so it leads to a high degree of inter process communication. The advantage of this: it gives a good fault tolerance.
Even if one or more nodes in the system fail, it will not impact the entire load balancing process. This can
improve the performance.
In non-distributed one, either one node or a group of nodes do the task of load balancing. Non-distributed
dynamic load balancing algorithms can be characterized in two forms: centralized and semi-distributed. In
centralized form, the only one master node executes load balancing in the entire system; it is the central node. The
other nodes communicate only with the master node. In semi-distributed form, nodes of the system are divided
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into clusters, where each cluster is of a centralized form [2]. A central node in the cluster is chosen by using
election technique. The load balancing of the system is executed by the central nodes. In all cluster centralized
dynamic load balancing, fewer messages are generated rather than the semi distributed case. However, centralized
algorithms can cause a bottleneck. Overall, the Dynamic Load Balancing is more complex than static but it has
apriority rather than Static load balancing because it gives better performance than the static one [3].There are two
types of dynamic load balancing:-

3.2.2.1 Central Queue Algorithm, Local Queue Algorithm:
In Central Queue Algorithm, the main host stores new task and unfulfilled requests in a cyclic FIFO queue. Each
new task arriving at the queue manager gets inserted into the queue. Whenever a request for an activity is received
by the queue manager, it removes the first activity from the queue and sends it to the requester. If the queue is empty
then there are no ready activities in the queue. Thus, the request is buffered, until a new activity is available. When a
new activity arrives, the queue manager checks the queue to see if there are unanswered requests in the queue, the
first such request is removed from the queue and the new activity is assigned to it[10].
It works on the principle of receiver initiated. So when a processor load falls under the threshold, the local load
manager sends a request for a new activity to the central load manager. The central load manager answers the
request immediately if a ready activity is found in the process-request queue, or queues the request until a new
activity arrives.[2][10]

3.2.2.2 Local Queue Algorithm
The main feature of Local Queue algorithm is the dynamic process migration support. The concept of the local
queue algorithm is the processing of all new processes locally with process migration when the host load falls under
threshold limit. This is a user-defined parameter. This parameter defines the minimal number of ready processes that
the load manager attempts to provide on each processor [2]. In first step, new processes created on the main host are
allocated on all under loaded hosts. The number of parallel activities created by the first parallel construct on the
main host is usually sufficient for allocation on all remote hosts.
When the host gets under loaded, the local load manager attempts to get several processes from remote hosts. It
randomly sends requests with the number of local ready processes to remote load managers. When a load manager
receives such a request, it compares the local number of ready processes with the received number. If the former is
greater than the latter, then some of the running processes are transferred to the requester and an affirmative
confirmation with the number of processes transferred is returned [10].

3.2.3Dynamic load balancing control mechanism:
Dynamic load balancing can be classified into two different schemes: distributed and non-distributed. In a
distributed scheme, all nodes work to gather to achieve the balance of load in the whole system, the interaction
between nodes can take two forms cooperative and non-cooperative. In a cooperative form, all nodes have a
common goal. They work together to achieve a global objective, e.g., to improve the system’s overall response time.
In a non-cooperative form, each node tries to achieve its goals by working independently to improve a local task’s
response time [3][7] .Cooperative form is stable but more complex and higher overhead communications while the
non-cooperative form is instable but simple and less overhead communications [3].
Distributed dynamic load balancing algorithms generate more messages than non-distributed algorithms because
each node need to interact with all nodes in the system. This causes overhead in the system, but the main advantage:
in case of a failure of one or more nodes in the system, the whole operation of load balancing will not halt; it only
impacts the system performance.
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In a non-distributed scheme, only one node or some nodes are responsible for load balancing in the system, nondistributed based dynamic load balancing can take two forms: centralized and semi distributed. In a centralized
form, the load balancing algorithm is only executed by one node called central node. The central node is
responsible for load balancing of the whole distributed system. Other nodes in the distributed system react with the
central node but not with each other. In a semi-distributed form, nodes of the distributed system is split into groups,
each group has central node responsible for load balancing in the group , Load balancing of the whole distributed
system is achieved through the cooperation of the central nodes of each group.[7]
Centralized form generates fewer messages than the semi distributed form, but there is a possibility that this central
node could cause a bottleneck which can cause crash of systems. Centralized form is suitable for small networks.[7]

3.2.4 Dynamic load balancing Model:
Load balancing algorithms model is consists of a scheduler, an infinite buffer and a processor. The scheduler is
responsible of schedule the jobs arriving at the node so that the mean aim of it minimize response time for jobs .
In the case there are not a scheduler in a node, the jobs is processed in three steps : firstly the a job insert into the
buffer, secondly waits in the queue for processing, then send from the queue to the processor for processed and
when the processing is finished it is leaves system.[1][11]
Though, in case the a scheduler is exist , three policies used to control the flow of processes depended on the
place of a scheduler ,we can classify in to:
 Queue Adjustment Policy (QAP)
 Rate Adjustment Policy (RAP)
 Combination of Queue and Rate Adjustment Policy (QRAP).

3.2.4.1 Queue Adjustment Policy (QAP):
In this policy the scheduler is placed after the queue immediately. The objective of this algorithm is to try to
balance the jobs in the queues of all nodes. When a job arrives at node i, the a scheduler checks the queue ,if it is
empty, the job will be sent immediately to processor, If is not the job will be buffered in the queue.
The scheduler of node i is check the queue lengths of other nodes periodically that node i can communicate with.
When an imbalance exists (some queues are too long than another queues), the scheduler will make a decision of
how many jobs in the queue should be transferred and where each of the jobs should be sent to [1] [11][12].

Figure 1(a)Node model of queue adjustment policy
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3.2.4.2 Rate Adjustment Policy (RAP):
In this policy the scheduler is placed before the queue immediately. When a job arrives at node i, the scheduler
makes a decision of where the job should be sent, whether it is to be sent to the queue of node i or to other nodes. If
the job has inserted into the queue, it will be processed by processor and will not be transferred to other
nodes[1][11][12]

Figure 1(b) Node model of rate adjustment policy

3.2.4.3 Hybrid Policy: Combination of Queue and Rate Adjustment Policy (QRAP):
This policy is a combination of the two above policy, the scheduler is allowed to adjust the incoming job rate and
also allowed to adjust the queue size of node i in some situations. Because we consider a dynamic situation,
especially when we use RAP, in some cases, the queue size may exceed a predefined threshold and load imbalance
may result. Once this happens, QAP starts to work and guarantees that the jobs in the queues are balanced in the
entire system.[11]

Figure 1(c) Node model of combination of queue and rate adjustment policy.

4. Qualitative Parameters:
There are multiple parameter which are used to measure the performance and qualitative of the static and
dynamic algorithms. In this section we describe them:

4.1 Nature:
This factor is related with specifying the nature or behavior of load balancing algorithms that is whether the
load balancing algorithm is of static or dynamic nature, pre-planned or no planning.[2][9][10].
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4.2 Overload Rejection:
This factor is needed when the load balancing is not possible. In this case, additional overload rejection measures
are needed. These measures will stop when the overload situation end. Static load balancing algorithms does not
support redistribution task when a task assigned to the processor so no relocation overhead, but Dynamic Load
Balancing algorithms suffer more overhead relatively as relocation of tasks takes place [2].

4.3 Reliability:
This factor is related with the ability of algorithm to continuous in an excellent way when one or more machine
fail. Dynamic load balancing is more reliable than the static because no task/process will be transferred to another
host in case a machine fails at run-time in static.

4.4 Adaptability:
This factor is used to check whether the algorithm has ability to adapt with varying or changing situations. Static
load balancing algorithms are not adaptive. Dynamic load balancing algorithms are adaptive [4][9].

4.5 Stability:
This is related with the delays in the transfer of information between processors and the benefits of the load
balancing algorithm which leads to obtaining a faster performance.[2]
Static load balancing algorithm is more stable than the dynamic one because there is no information exchanging
among processors during the run time [2][4][9].

4.6 Predictability:
This factor is related with the deterministic or nondeterministic factor that is to predict the outcome of the
algorithm. Dynamic load balancing algorithm’s behavior is unpredictable because everything is done at run time.
However Static load balancing algorithm is a predictable behavior as everything has been done at compilation-time
[2] [9].

4.7 Cooperative:
This parameter gives that whether processors share information between them in making the process allocation
decision or not during execution.
In a cooperative schemes, all processors work together to make the decisions. These are stable but more complex
and cause overhead because they involve large communication. While in a non-cooperative schemes, etch processor
work as autonomous processor and makes decisions independently of actions of other entities. These are instable but
simple and involve less scheduling overhead [3][4].

4.8 Fault Tolerant:
This factor is related with the evaluation of algorithm performance in the failure situation to check if the
performance of algorithm decreases when one or more machine case failure or not. Dynamic load balancing
algorithms have the ability to deal with failure more than the static load balancing algorithms because they support
process migration [2][9].
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4.9 Resource Utilization:
Static load balancing algorithms have less resource utilization as static load balancing methods just try to assign
tasks to processors in order to achieve minimum response time ignoring the fact that the using of this task
assignment may result into a situation in which some processors finish their work early and sit idle due to lack of
work.
Dynamic load balancing algorithms have relatively better resource utilization as they take care of the fact that load
should be equally distributed to processors so that no processors should sit idle [4].

4.10 Process Migration:
Process migration parameter provides a system with information so the system can decide to export a process or
not. The process migration algorithm is capable to decide whether it should redistribute the load during the
execution of the process or not [2].

4.11 Preemptiveness:
This factor is related with checking the fact that whether load balancing algorithms are inherently nonpreemptive as no tasks are relocated .Dynamic load balancing algorithms are both preemptive and non-preemptive
[2].

4.12 Response Time:
"How much time does a distributed system that uses a particular load balancing algorithm take to respond? "
[2]
Dynamic load balancing algorithms take longer time than of the Static load balancing algorithms, because dynamic
have take a time to make redistribute decision of the processes among the processors [2].

4.13 Waiting Time:
Waiting Time is the total of the times which a process spent in the waiting queues [2].

4.14 Turnaround Time:
Turnaround Time is the time between insert the process into the processor and the time of completion [2].

4.15 Through put:
Throughput is the quantity of data transferred successfully from place to another place in determined time [2].

4.16 Processor Thrashing:
Processor thrashing meaning that processors in the system spend most of their time in transfer processes from
processor to another without performing any real work. Static load balancing algorithms does not suffer from
thrashing because there are no redistributed for processes in run time, but dynamic load balancing algorithms can be
suffer of the thrashing problem. A cluster approach is using to solved this problem by minimize the Processor
Thrashing [2].
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5. Conclusion:
Load balancing is required to distribute the workload evenly across all nodes to achieve high performance; with
minimum overheads .There is no particular load balancing techniques fits for all distributed systems and we must
choose the technique suitable to system architecture and requirements. If the system requires Stability we choose
static load balancing regardless to performance issue or if the system requires higher performance we can be used
dynamic load balancing technique.
Always the time dynamic load balancing techniques give better performance than static load balancing technique.
Good load balancing algorithms depended on good task scheduling techniques. There are many parameters to
measurement the efficiency of load balancing techniques such as response time, resource utilization, overhead
associated, fault tolerant, centralized or decentralized, reliability, stability, adaptability, cooperative, process
migration, scalability and throughput.
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